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Contrast and Luminance Measurements 
on work places with CRT display terminal 

by Luc de Visme 
and Lars Agesen, Bruel & Kjasr 

Abstract 
The luminance and contrast condi- the screen having the luminance of Type 1100. In cases where the oper-

tions of the visual tasks at a work the characters, and the second, ator of the terminal has to work at a 
place including cathode-ray-tube more time-consuming and less accu- desk in the same room, the condi-
display terminals are two important rate, calling for measuring areas tions of contrast at his desk can also 
parameters which can be helpful for consisting of capital letters. Mea- be measured with Type 1100. Three 
the setting-up and designing of light- surements of contrast on the screen, examples with different types of ter-
ing in offices and computer rooms. the keyboard and the document, as minal and different kinds of work are 
Two methods are proposed for mea- well as measurements of luminance given to illustrate the possibilities of 
suring the contrast of characters on on the terminal and around the ter- the proposed methods. 
the screen, the first for use when it is minal, can be made using Bruel & 
possible to generate small areas on Kjaer Luminance Contrast Meter 

1. Introduction 
The rapidly growing introduction chine" communication which, as well terminals. The various parameters 

of cathode-ray-tube display termi- as being monotonous, can be very influencing the visual tasks in an of-
nals in office work has given rise to a trying for the eyes. Setting-up of fice with CRT display terminals are 
certain number of occupational CRT display terminals therefore im- reviewed and two measurable evalu-
health hazards. Operator's visual fa- plies that very close attention is paid ation factors combining most of 
tigue or eye strain is the most com- to the lighting and the work-place these parameters are defined. Then 
monly encountered symptom. In the layout, taking account of the special three examples of practical mea-
beginning of the 'sixties, when the requirements of these new visual surements are described to illustrate 
first computers were introduced, tasks. Problems occur often because the possibilities of the method: 
there were only a few operators and ordinary office tasks and work at 
they were highly motivated and will- computer display screen have to be a. Computer room with 10 terminals 
ing to discover the "miracles" of carried out in the same office, and where the operators are design-
computer technology. The situation requirements for the lighting of both ing programmes for micropro-
today is completely different since types of visual task are not the cessors incorporated in measur-
CRT terminals are introduced in same, indeed opposite. ing instruments, 
many jobs and the operators are of- b. Two offices with 6 terminals for 
ten more or less passive witnesses The aim of this paper is to present a text processing system, 
to the computerization of their office rapid measuring method, centred on c. Office with 2 terminals for read-
tasks. They do not necessarily con- Bruel & Kjaer Luminance Contrast ing or encoding data in a central 
sider such an evolution as progress Meter Type 1100, to facilitate set- computer. 
if a great part of their job is trans- ting-up and designing of lighting at 
formed into a routine "man-ma- work places including CRT display 
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2. Complex Visual Tasks 
Modern offices have generally 

been designed to achieve overall 
good working conditions for employ
ees dealing with ordinary paper
work. In particular, lighting condi
tions ensure a good level of illumina
tion and large windows are fre
quently encountered in open plan 
landscape offices. The evermore fre
quent introduction of CRT display 
terminals in -traditional offices has 
lead to intractable work-place prob
lems. Lighting becomes unsuitable 
for the new complex visual tasks of 
CRT display terminals. Situations 
where the operator has simply 
switched the light off and works in 
almost total darkness are not unusu
al. Switching the light off is of course 
not a solution, since the operator 
then cannot read a document placed 
close to the terminal and he can 
scarcely see the key engravings on 
the keyboard. Moreover, when the 
operator job calls for both work at a 
terminal and paper work, the ambi
ent illumination in the room should 
be kept at a level allowing good 
readability of written and printed 
documents. 

2.1. Visual conditions on a CRT ter
minal work place 

A typical CRT terminal work place 
is characterized by 3 kinds of visual 
tasks (Fig. 1.): 

— reading a text displayed on the 
screen 

— recognition of letters or function 
symbols on the keyboard 

— reading a written or typed text on 
a document placed at a normal 
reading distance close to the 
terminal. 

Fig.1. Three different visual tasks: screen, 
document and keyboard 

Fig.3. Zones around a screen terminal where light sources can give reflections or cause glare 
effects 

Good visual conditions are only sat
isfied when all these three visual 
tasks can be performed optimally. 
One of the difficulties in obtaining 
such conditions is that the text on 
the screen is generally presented as 
bright letters on a dark background 
(positive contrast), while the printed 
or typed text on the document is 
made of black letters on white paper 
(negative contrast). See Fig. 2. 

The operator has to perform almost 
simultaneously two visual tasks cor
responding to two completely differ
ent adaptation levels of his eyes; this 
is the first part of the difficulty. The 
second part of the difficulty, as we 
will see below, is that the require
ments to obtain optimal conditions 
in each case are not compatible. Fi

nally, as shown in Fig. 3, owing to the 
special nature of a work place with a 
CRT terminal, there are many zones 
where the light sources can give veil
ing reflections and glare effects. 

Readability on the screen 
A good readability of the text on the 
document requires a relatively high 
ambient illumination level, since a 
higher illumination level corresponds 
to better visual acuity. However, a 
high ambient illumination level may 
reduce the readability of the text dis
played on the screen. 

Many parameters influence the read
ability on the screen, like for in
stance the dimensions of the charac
ters and the sharpness of their con-



tours, and the colours of the charac
ters and the background. But, one of 
the most important parameter, un
doubtedly, is the contrast between 
the letters on the screen and the 
background. The contrast of a visual 
task is generally* defined [1] as: 

L0 - Lb 
C = — (1) 

Lb 

where: 
L0 is the luminance of the object 
(letter) 
Lb is the luminance of the back
ground. 

If an additional luminance, Lv, due 
for example to an increased ambient 
illumination, is superimposed on the 
screen, the new task contrast will be: 

= (L0 + Lv) - (Lb + Lv) 

Lb + Lv 

c =
 L o - L b 

Lb + Lv 

That means that the new contrast will 
almost always be lower than the ini
tial contrast and the readability of 
the text will be consequently re
duced. On a screen, in fact, the addi
tional luminance, Lv, called veiling lu
minance, may be due to two different 
effects since the reflectance factor 
of the screen is usually a combina
tion of diffuse and specular reflec
tion. Increasing the ambient level of 
illumination about a terminal may 
raise the mean luminance of the 

Fig.4. Veiling reflections on a screen 

* This is the general definition of the contrast 
of a visual task, but as mentioned in section 
3.2 (Eqn. 2), the contrast on a screen is com
monly evaluated using a simple luminance 
ratio. 

Fig.5. Veiling reflections on a keyboard 

Fig.6. Veiling reflections on a document 
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background of the screen (diffuse 
reflection), but simultaneously, ligh
ted objects situated in the reflection 
field of the screen become brighter 
and may be seen by the operator as 
reflected images on the screen 
(specular reflection). Such images, 
which are seen on the screen at dif
ferent viewing distances corre
sponding to the position of their ob
jects in the room, can disturb the 
accomodation process of the eyes, 
which try to accomodate on the text 
displayed at the surface of the 
screen (Fig. 4.). In cases where the 
ambient illumination is mainly due to 
the natural lighting (terminal in the 
proximity of large windows), the 
contrast will vary proportionately 
with the variation of the daylight illu
mination at the operator position. 
This drawback can be partly avoided 
in some types of modern terminal 
screen where the background lumi
nance, electronically generated on 
the screen, can be set by a special 
control button, independently of the 
luminance of the characters. The 
higher the background luminance 
level is set on, the less the ambient 
illuminance level and the veiling re
flections will influence the readability 
on the screen. 

Readability on the keyboard 
Even if the operator can touch-type, 
he looks at the keyboard relatively 
often, whenever he has to touch a 
special function key. This visual task 
should therefore not be ignored. Re
flections on keys may irritate the op
erator, who begins to make more 
typing mistakes than usual. Unfortu
nately, veiling reflections on keys are 
difficult to avoid, because the sur
face of the keys becomes glossy by 
wear and because the keys, which 
are often concave, reflect light 
sources from a relatively wide solid 
angle (Fig. 5.). 

The reflections can be less disturb
ing if the keys are light and the sym
bols dark. However, since the keys 
are observed frequently and for very 
short periods of time, a contrast of 
the same sign on the screen and on 
the keyboard, i.e. light symbols or 
characters on a dark background, 
may be advantageous in some 
cases. 

Readability on the document 
Situations where work at a CRT ter
minal doesn't call for any form of 
document as back-up information 
are very few. This back-up can be a 
printed or a hand-written document, 
or a computer listing which is related 
to the information the operator 
wants to read or write on the screen. 
Readability on the document close to 
the terminal depends on both the 
contrast of the text as seen by the 
operator and the level of adaptation 
of the operator's eyes. 

The contrast on the document be
tween characters and paper is ex
pressed with the relation (Eqn. 1) al
ready mentioned , where L0 is the 
luminance of the characters and Lb 

the luminance of the paper. 

The contrast of a task depends not 
only on the reflection properties of 



the task, but also on the way it is lit. 
For visual tasks with perfectly matt 
surfaces the light is diffusely reflect
ed, but such surfaces are very sel
dom encountred in practice. In most 
cases, the task reflects the incident 
light in certain directions more than 
in others. With a certain incidence of 
the light the contrast between black 
letters printed on a glossy white pa
per can become zero or even change 
its sign, rendering the text illegible. 
See example on Fig. 6. 

The level of adaptation of the opera
tor's eyes depends on the level of 
illumination on the document and on 
the reflection characteristics of the 
document. In Fig. 7, [2], it can be 
seen that visual acuity increases 
with increasing level of illumination. 
But this is the case only if the con
trast rendered by the lighting is suffi
cient. With a document on which the 
contrast disappears because of veil
ing reflections, increasing the illumi
nation level will not improve the 
readability. 

Fig.7. Visual acuity as a function of 
illuminance 

Difficulty of adaptation and glare 
effects 
Work at a CRT display terminal re
quires frequent changes between the 
three visual tasks: reading of text on 
the screen and on a document, and 
recognition of key symbols on a key
board. Too much difference between 
the luminance of these three visual 
tasks can disturb the adaptation 
process of the eye. The eye of the 
operator watching a dark screen is 
adapted on a low luminance level 
corresponding to the mean luminous 
intensity in the visual field. This level 
is situated in the intermediate field 
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Fig.8. The luminance scale 

between light (photopic) and dark 
(scotopic) vision, as shown on the 
luminance scale, Fig. 8. 

While the adaptation from dark to 
light conditions requires only a few 
seconds, the entire adaptation of the 
cones and the rods of the eye from 
light to dark conditions can take up 
to several tens of seconds (Fig. 9), 
[3]. That means that an operator 
watching successively a dark screen 
and a light document and changing 
frequently between these two visual 
tasks will almost never reach the 
complete adaptation on the screen. 
Beside the difficulty of adaptation, 
veiling reflections from light sources 
on the glossy surfaces of the termi
nal, like e.g. the screen or the keys 
of the keyboard, can cause glare ef
fects, which can be very annoying. 

Moreover, the problem of correct 

Fig.9. Adaptation of the eye from light to 
dark condition 

Fig.10. Disability glare effect from a window 
in the visual field of an operator 

lighting of a work place with a CRT 
terminal is not facilitated by the fact 
that the viewing direction of an oper
ator watching a screen is raised by 
about 20° compared to the viewing 
direction of a person reading a doc
ument placed on a desk. The eye of 
the operator adapted to the low lu
minance of the screen will be more 
sensitive to the light. Bright windows 
and luminaires behind the screen are 
now situated in the visual field of the 
operator and can become a cause of 
disability glare (Fig. 10.). 

The flicker effect 
The light emission on the screen oc
curs intermittently at a repetition fre
quency corresponding to the picture 
rate (typically 50 to 60 Hz or more). 
Above a certain repetition frequency 
the flashing sensation of the observ
er disappears and the picture be
comes stable. This frequency, which 
is called the critical fusion frequen
cy, is generally not the same from 
one operator to another and de
pends on several factors. The critical 
fusion frequency increases with in
creasing luminance of the area on 
which the flicker effect occurs and 
also when the surface of this area 
covers a greater part of the visual 
field. Since the repetition frequency 
of most types of screen is very close 
to the critical fusion frequency, the 
flicker effect sets the practical limit 
of how much the luminance of the 
screen can be raised, and conse
quently, if a reasonable document/ 
screen luminance ratio is not to be 
exceeded, it sets also the limit of the 
luminance of the document. On 
screens where the background lumi
nance is electronically generated 
and can be controlled manually, the 
limit is set by the flicker effect on the 
background itself. 



2 2 Visual conditions for ordinary nation level (generally 500 lux). In display terminal have to be done by 
office tasks f a c t . '* c a n b e o f importance to stipu- the same operator. An operator per-

late optimal contrast conditions, forming the difficult visual task of 
Ordinary office tasks calling for namely to avoid the illogical situa- reading a text on a screen for a rela-

continuous attention can be made tion where, after the lighting has tively long time probably considers 
more difficult in badly planned light- been carefully designed, office furni- the work at his desk as visual relax
ing conditions. As mentioned above, ture like desks or working tables are ation, and he will be particularly 
the readability of a text depends just placed at random in the office aware of possible glare or reflection 
both on the level of illumination and without taking account of possible effects on his desk. Consequently, 
the contrast as perceived by the veiling reflections at the place where ergonomic investigation of work 
reader Until now only few recom- documents have to be read. Howev- places in offices where both types of 
mendations of lighting for office er, the conditions of contrast be- visual task are involved should in-
work mention contrast conditions come even more important when or- elude investigation of visual condi-
besides requiring a minimum illumi- dinary office tasks and tasks at CRT tions of ordinary office tasks. 

3. Two Evaluation Parameters 

Fig.11. The contrast of the characters can 
be measured on nine small areas on 
the screen 
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likely obtain too high a contrast on 
other parts of the screen, even if the 
text is just readable on the critical 
parts. The visual task is then not 
really improved, since the operator 
now has to read a text with both too 
much and too little contrast. An eval
uation method based on the averag
ing of the contrast measured at sev
eral points on the screen will have a 
tendency to mask this problem. 

The measuring method proposed in 
section 4.1. uses nine small areas 
regularly distributed across the 
screen, on which the character con
trast is measured (Fig. 11.). To eval
uate the contrast conditions on a 
screen, the following three questions 
have to be answered: 

— What is the luminance ratio on 
the nine small areas compared to 
the optimal values proposed in 
DIN 66 234 (between 6:1 and 
10:1)? 

— How much does the luminance 
ratio vary on the surface of the 
screen? — This to reveal the 

tio (Character luminance/Back
ground luminance), which is called 
"character contrast", Cc. 

Cc = - 5 - (2) 
Lb 

where: 

Lc is the luminance of the characters 
on the screen 
Lb is the luminance of the back
ground on the screen 

The German Standard DIN 66 234 [4] 
recommends a luminance ratio on 
the screen (Character mean lumi
nance/Background mean luminance) 
between 6:1 and 10:1 and requires a 
minimum and a maximum luminance 
ratio of 3:1 and 15:1, respectively. 
The conclusions of research work at 
two illumination research institutions 
in Scandinavia, [5], [6], are in agree
ment with the German standard, the 
optimal luminance ratio being given 
as 10:1. 

Variation of contrast on the screen 
The contrast should be measured at 
several points on the screen to take 
account of possible variations of the 
contrast of the characters as seen by 
the operator. These variations can 
be due to veiling reflections on the 
screen or to the shadowing effect of 
the screen frame on the screen. In 
such situations, if the operator has 
no opportunity to remove the causes 
of the veiling reflections or of the 
shadowing effect, he will try to im
prove the character contrast on the 
critical parts of the screen by raising 
the character luminance. He will very 

Visual conditions at office work tio 
places depend on many factors, gr< 
such as quality of the visual task, "c 
quality of the lighting, glare effects, 
veiling reflections, flicker effect, po
sition of the operator, etc. The influ
ence of most of these factors on the 
visual conditions may be evaluated 
by two parameters: w r 

— Condition of contrast Lc 
— Balance of luminance conditions or 

Lb 

3.1. Condition of contrast 
Tr 

The condition of contrast of a v i - re 
sual task is the evaluation of the th 
contrast as seen by the observer. ns 
This is not the intrinsic contrast of be 
the actual task but the cont ras t as nn 
rendered by the lighting of the task. ra 
With this first parameter (contrast Tl 
rendering at a CRT terminal or for tv 
ordinary office tasks) and providing in 
that the level of illumination is m 
known, the readability of the differ- o| 
ent visual tasks can be evaluated. a' 
Factors such as veiling reflections 
(windows or artificial light sources 
reflected on a screen, reflections on V 
keyboard or on a document), quality T' 
of the lighting, and quality of the vi- s< 
sual task on the screen, must be in- a< 
eluded in the evaluation of the con- c< 
trast conditions. t r 

b 
S' 

Contrast on the screen tt 
Only a few recommendations or s 
standards are actually available n 
dealing with the evaluation of the o 
contrast of the characters on a CRT s 
terminal screen. These recommen- P 
dations define the contrast of the c 
characters as a simple luminance ra- tl 



presence of possible veiling re
flections or shadowing effects 

— Is there any area on the screen 
where the ratio is lower than the 
minimum required of 3:1 or high
er than the maximum of 15:1? 

Contrast on the document 
The conditions of contrast on the 
document are evaluated by measur
ing the contrast reduction [7] on the 
area where the document is placed. 
Contrast reduction is measured us
ing the reference contrast task 
(Fig. 12.) proposed by E. Frederiksen 
(Illumination Engineering Laborato
ry, Denmark) at the 1979 CIE Session 
in Kyoto, Japan [8]. 

Fig.12. B & K Luminance Contrast Standard 
Type 1104 

The reference contrast task is made 
of a pair of surfaces (a white and a 
black) which have the reflection 
characteristics shown in Fig. 13, [9], 
and are designed to simulate a typi
cal visual task encounterred in ev
eryday office activity [10]. One can 
observe that the luminance of the 
dark surface can exceed the lumi
nance of the light surface when the 
viewing angle is equal to the angle of 

Fig.13. Reflection characteristics of Type 
1104 
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Fig.14. Principle of Contrast Reduction 
measurement 

incidence. This is to include, for ex
ample, cases where the text on the 
document is printed on a glossy pa
per and where there can be an inver
sion of contrast. 

The reflected luminance of each sur
face is measured in turn under the 
actual illumination conditions with a 
measuring direction corresponding 
to the actual viewing angle, v, of the 
operator. See Fig. 14. The contrast 
for a given point, M, of the working 
area is defined as: 

l-black ~~ l-white 
C = (3) 

1-white 

where Lblack and Lwhjte are the lumi
nance of the black and white sur
faces of the contrast standard, as 
seen from the observer's eye point. 

The Percentage Contrast Reduc
t ion*, R, at the point M on the docu
ment, with reference to the reflection 
standard is: 

R = - ^ x 100% (4) 
^max 

where Cmax is the contrast obtained 
in a reference lighting system 
(Equivalent Sphere Illumination or 

* A term used by some workers, and men
tioned in CIE Publication No.19 (1972), [11], 
is the Contrast Rendering Factor, CRF, de
fined by CRF = C/Cm a x , where Cmax is re
ferred to Equivalent Sphere Illumination 
(ESI). This may be obtained from the quanti
ty R using the following identity: 

CRF = (100 - R ) % 

Optimal Point Source, for example) 
and C the contrast at the point M. 

Here it should be noted that the 
measurement of contrast reduction 
with a contrast standard at the actu
al work place is not a measurement 
of the contrast reduction with the 
particular visual task involved, but it 
can still tell us about visual perfor
mance with the actual task in the 
actual lighting system. This is a fun
damental difference with the pro
posed evaluation of contrast condi
tions on a screen, which is based on 
the measurement of the contrast of 
the actual visual task (text on the 
screen). 

The working area on which the con
trast reduction on the document is 
measured can be limited to the for
mat of the document involved in the 
actual working situation (format A4 
or A3 as the case may be). The per
mitted limit of contrast reduction on 
the document should be relatively 
stringent (for example R < 1 5 % 
with Cmax = 98 %) to allow an eventu
al reduction of the level of illumina
tion on the document. 

It can be necessary to measure the 
illumination level (in lux) on the doc
ument as complementary informa
tion for evaluating the readability on 
the document. What the minimal illu
mination level should be will depend 
on the actual case, namely on the 
background luminance level obtain
able on the screen, as mentioned be
low in section 3.2. In any case, how
ever, the illumination level on the 
document should not be lower than 
about 200 lux. 

Contrast on the keyboard 
The Luminance Contrast Standard 
Type 1104, which has been specially 
designed for measuring the contrast 
rendering at work place dealing with 
documents, may also be used to 
evaluate the contrast rendering on a 
keyboard, but with some precau
tions. First, since the surface of the 
keys is generally more glossy than 
the surface of a document, the maxi
mum permitted contrast reduction 
on the keyboard must be more strin
gent than on the document, for in
stance R < 1 0 % . Secondly, when 
the surface of the keys is not plane, 
the measurement must be repeated 
with the contrast task tilted. Lastly, 



only the difficulty of reading the sym
bols on the keyboard will be evaluat
ed in this way, but not the possible 
glare effects due to reflections of 
light sources on the edges of the 
keys. In any case, a subjective evalu
ation of the visual task will be a use
ful complement to the measurement. 

Contrast on a desk or a working 
table 
In the proposal presented at the 
1979 CIE Session in Kyoto, Japan 
[8], a maximum limit to the contrast 
reduction in office lighting is recom
mended as follows: 
"Where the working materials are 
mostly rather glossy, the contrast re
duction within the defined area (see 
Fig. 15) should be limited to 15% with 
regard to the reflection standard ob
ject. Where the working materials 
are rather matt, the contrast reduc
tion should be limited to 30%". 

Fig.15. Standard area for measuring the 
contrast reduction on a working 
table 

3.2. Balance of luminance 
conditions 

Balance in luminance conditions is 
important mainly for work done at a 
CRT terminal, since the eyes of the 
operator are adapted to a relatively 
low luminance level (mean luminance 
of the screen). Luminance transi-

4. Practical Measuring Methods 
The measuring methods proposed 4.1. Measuring "Character Con- ing the text on the screen in different 

are based on Bruel & Kjaer Contrast trast" on a screen display modes. By using the space-
Luminance Meter Type 1100 (shown band key in "Reverse" display 
Fig. 16), which has been specially Method 1: Uniform measuring mode, where the characters are 
designed for the measurement of areas shown dark on a light background, 
contrast and contrast reduction on Many CRT terminals nowadays in- small measuring areas can be gener-
working surfaces. corporate the possibility of display- ated on several points on the surface 
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tions which are too sharp in the should be the same and the lumi-
working area or between the screen nances in the visual field behind the 
and the surroundings surfaces, even screen should not exceed 200 cd/m2 . 
in the far visual field, can lead to The luminance of the visual task on 
visual fatigue in the long term. It is the screen is defined as the lumi-
recommended in some national nance of the characters and not as a 
standards for office lighting [12], mean luminance (character + back-
[13], that the mean luminance ratio ground) as above. 
of adjacent surfaces in the working 
area should be limited to 3:1 and the The first requirement (luminance ra-
luminance ratio between the working tio lower than 3) can be difficult to 
area and the far surroundings to fulfil if at the same time the illumina-
10:1. tion level on the document is re

quired to be at least 500 lux. 500 lux 
Although it states that the attention on a white paper having, for in-
of the operator will be held better by stance, a reflectance of 80% gives a 
the working object if it is brighter luminance of about 130 cd/m2 . This 
than the surroundings, the German means that the mean luminance of 
Standard DIN 5035, [12], for exam- the screen (with a text displayed on 
pie, admits the possibility of a re- it) should be at least 43 cd/m2 . In 
verse luminance distribution be- only one case in the measurement 
tween the working object, the work- examples described in section 5 (Ex-
ing area and the surroundings. In ample 2, Operator C) has a mean 
this case, the Standard recommends luminance on the screen of this or-
a maximum luminance ratio of 1:3 der of magnitude been found. In real-
between the working object and the ity, this corresponds to a very bright 
working area and of 1:10 between screen and for some types of termi-
the working surface and the surfaces nal screen the flicker effect could 
in the far surroundings situated in begin to be annoying. In fact, it can 
the visual field. be necessary to reduce the illumina

tion level on the document (e.g. to 
When applied to the work place with 200 to 300 lux), providing that the 
a CRT display terminal, these guide- contrast on the document is the best 
lines could be stated as following: possible. The relatively slight reduc

tion of visual acuity, in this case, will 
— The luminance ratio between any be fully compensated by a significant 

two of the three visual tasks, improvement in the conditions of 
screen, keyboard and document adaptation. 
should not exceed 3. 

— The luminance ratio between the The second requirement (surround-
luminance of any surface in the ings/screen luminance ratio lower 
far surroundings in the visual than 10) implies that the terminal 
field and the mean luminance of should not be placed in front of win-
the screen (with a text displayed dows, even if they are far away from 
on it, representative of the task the screen. Sources of artificial 
usually performed) should not ex- lighting should be placed out of the 
ceed 10. glare angle (45° from the horizontal 

line, see Fig. 3.), otherwise they 
A recently published French recom- should be designed to have a lumi-
mendation [14] states these lumi- nance, seen from the operator posi-
nance conditions in a slightly differ- tion, lower than 10 times the lumi-
ent way, since it stipulates that the nance of the screen. 
luminance of the three visual tasks 



of the screen. Generally, the lumi
nance of such areas in "Reverse" 
display mode is the same as the lu
minance of the characters in "Nor
mal" display mode (light symbols on 
dark background). One way to verify 
that these two luminances are the 
same is to generate some charac
ters in "Normal" mode close to a 
measuring area in "Reverse" mode, 
and, by slowly decreasing the bright
ness of the characters, to observe 
that the characters and the small 
light areas disappear exactly at the 
same time. 

On each measuring area the lumi
nance is measured by holding the 
measuring cell of the Luminance 
Contrast Meter Type 1100 in the 
viewing direction of the operator 
(See Fig. 17). The distance from the 
cell to the screen is not critical, since 

Fig.16. B & K Luminance Contrast Meter Type 1100 

Fig.18. Construction of the measuring cell 

Fig.17. Measuring "character contrast" on 
the screen 
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the optical system of the cell is virtu
ally focussed at infinity (Fig. 18), the 
total acceptance angle of the cell be
ing a maximum of 3°. In practice, the 
measuring distance will be a com
promise between ease of aiming the 
cell at the screen and the necessity 
of avoiding a shadowing effect from 
the hand. 

In the practical examples discussed 
in section 5, measurements were 
made on nine measuring areas of 
about 25 x 25 mm (Fig. 11) with a 
typical distance cell-screen of 20 cm 
thus no special sighting system was 
required to ensure that the small 
area covered by the cell was totally 
inside the measuring area. The 
choice of nine measuring areas is a 
compromise between the necessity 
of obtaining an idea of the contrast 
variation on the screen and the re
quirement for a reasonably short 
measuring time (a few minutes on 
each terminal). However, if a better 
resolution on the surface of the 
screen is required, or for practical 

Fig.19. "C m a x " thumbweel switches set on 
"00" (i.e. 100%) to measure the con
trast of the characters 

Method 2: Measuring areas 
composed of capital letters 
In cases where there is no possibility 
of generating light measuring areas 
on the screen, representating the lu
minance of the symbols, the mea
surements can be performed on 
lines of capital letters, distributed on 
nine measuring areas as illustrated 
on Fig. 20. The mean luminance (let
ter + background), Lm, and the back
ground luminance, Lb, are measured 
successively with the measuring cell 
of Type 1100 at a distance of the 
screen of 20 to 30 cm. The approxi
mative area covered by the cell is 
shown by a circle in Fig. 21. 

* "Cmax" is the reference contrast chosen by 
the user for contrast reduction mea
surements. 

reasons, any other test pattern could 
be used for this purpose. 

The measurement is straightforward 
with the Luminance Contrast Meter 
Type 1100, and the luminance ratio 
Background/Character can be read 
directly on its display. For this pur
pose, the value of " C m a x " * dialled 
into the thumbweel switches (see 
Fig. 19) is 100%, then the function R 
(Contrast Reduction) of the instru
ment is reduced to the simple lumi
nance ratio L2/L1( where L̂  is the 
luminance of the light measuring 
area representing the symbol lumi
nance, and L2 the luminance of the 
background (measured at the same 
point when the light area is removed 
or at the direct vicinity of the light 
measuring area). Then, the inverted 
luminance ratio L-,/L2 can be calcu
lated for practical comparison with, 
for instance, the recommended val
ue of 10:1. 



Fig.20. Contrast measurement on capital 
letters 

Fig.21. Measuring area covered by the cell 

The luminance of the characters dis
played on the screen, Lc is then cal
culated using the following equation, 
derived in Appendix I: 

L c = — + Lb(1 - — ) (5) 
d d 

where d is the degree of coverage of 
the characters on the screen (i.e. the 
area covered by the dots constitut
ing the capital letters divided by the 
total area covered by the measuring 
cell). 

The degree of coverage, d, can be 
evaluated from the knowledge of the 
composition of the letters — which 
is generally based on a matrix of lu
minous dots — and of the distance 
between letters and between lines. 
Examples of determination of the lu
minance of several kinds of capital 
letters from two different types of 
terminal are given in Appendix I. 
Comparison of results of measure
ments of character luminance based 
on both methods (with letters or with 
light areas generated on the screen) 
shows a relatively good agreement 

Fig.23. Type 1104 tilted on the surface of the 
keyboard 

4.3. Measuring the contrast on the 
document 

The measurement is performed in 

Fig.22. Measurement of contrast reduction 
on the keyboard 

with the Luminance Contrast Stan
dard Type 1104 fitted. On each mea
suring point the axis of the cell is 
aligned with the viewing direction of 
the operator (Fig. 22). As shown in 
Fig. 23, it can be necessary to tilt the 
Contrast Standard slightly to take 
account of the concavity of the keys. 
The measuring point where the max
imum contrast reduction has been 
found may eventually be noted on a 
sketch of the terminal drawn on the 
mapping chart. 

for both types of terminal and for 
character luminances ranging from 
30 to 190 cd/m2 . 

4.2. Measuring the contrast on the 
keyboard 

The Contrast Reduction, as de
fined section 3.1 "Contrast on the 
document", is measured at several 
points on the surface of the key
board using the carriage of the Lu
minance Contrast Meter Type 1100, Fig.24. Measurement of contrast reduction 

on the document 

the same way as above for the con
trast on the keyboard, with the Con
trast Standard Type 1104 placed on 
the carriage alone (Fig. 24). 

To determine the maximum contrast 
reduction on the area where the doc
ument has to be placed, the carriage 
is placed at several points on this 
area with the measuring cell always 
in the viewing direction of the opera
tor, and the automatic contrast re
duction measuring sequence remote 
controlled from the start button on 
the carriage itself. It can be of inter
est to obtain a more detailed docu
mentation of the measurement, for 
instance to know the distribution of 
contrast reduction on the document 
and determine if the veiling reflec
tions occur on a more or less exten
sive part of the document. For this 
purpose, the measured area may be 
divided into small, regularly scat
tered sections, in each of which the 
measured contrast reduction can be 
reported. 

The level of illumination on the docu
ment or the luminance of the actual 
document used may provide usefull 
complementary information for eval
uating the readability of the docu
ment. 

4.4. Luminance measurements 
about a terminal 

Luminance measurements are 
performed using the measuring cell 
of the Type 1100. Since the accep
tance angle of the cell is relatively 
small, the mean luminance of the 
screen (with a text displayed on it 
representative of the most usual vi
sual task actually performed on the 
screen) has to be measured at a cer
tain distance from the screen (gener-
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ally 1,5 to 2 m). At a distance of 2 m, proximate level of adaptation of the 
for instance, the cell covers a circle operator looking at the keyboard. 
of maximum 10 cm in diameter. A 
special adaptor can be fitted on the Luminance measurements of light 
measuring cell, changing the total sources in the surroundings behind 
acceptance angle of the cell from 3° the screen have to be performed 
to 24°. To cover a circle of 10 cm in bearing in mind that the area cov-
diameter on the screen, the cell ered by the cell (without adaptor) 
should then be hold at a distance of should not be larger than the surface 
about 25 cm from the screen. This of the source projected on the direc-
makes the measurement of the mean tion of observation. A hand-held 
luminance of the screen more practi- sighting mount is provided enabling 
cal. the cell to be aimed by eye at the 

measured source, and a push-button 
This adaptor may also be used when on the front panel of the 1100 allows 
measuring the mean luminance of one to hold the value displayed at 
the keyboard since the keys may be the moment where the cell is exactly 
of different colours and an averaging aimed at the source (Fig. 26). 
of the various luminances of the keys 
can be required to evaluate the ap- Measurements of contrast condi-

Fig.26. Measurement of the luminance of a 
luminaire 

tions and of luminances about a 
workplace with CRT terminal are re
ported as shown in Fig. 25. Both 
sketches of the terminal (Condition 
of contrast and Luminance distribu
tion) have to be examined to deter
mine the visual conditions of the 
work place. 

4.5. Contrast measurements on a 
desk 

Contrast measurements on a desk 
or a working table are performed us
ing the radius arm of the Luminance 
Contrast Meter Type 1100 with the 
Contrast Standard Type 1104 fitted 
to the carriage (Fig. 27). A succes
sion of measurements are made on 
the proposed standard working area 
(Fig. 15). On each point the measur
ing direction is automatically aligned 
with the nominal viewing direction. 
The nominal eye point is situated 
400 mm above the edge of the desk 
(Fig. 28). 

__ 820468 I 
Fig.27. Measurement of contrast reduction 

Fig.25. Results of measurement of contrast and luminance conditions on a CRT terminal on a desk 
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5. Three Examples 
5.1. Example 1: Programming room of a balance in luminance conditions tribute substantially to the lighting of 
with 10 CRT display terminals can be fulfilled more easily. The the room. They have been painted 

room is divided into several sections white to reduce the effects of the 
The work: using movable partitions of 1,6 m radiation of the sun in the room, 
The operators spend only a part of height (Fig. 31 & 32). mainly in summer. 
their time in this room, sometimes 
up to 2 or 3 hours a day. The work The lighting: The terminals: 
consists of designing programmes The lighting consists of luminaires The text is displayed in light green 
which are intended to be used in placed 2,5 m from the floor and on a dark green background (or in 
microprocessor-controlled measur- evenly distributed to ensure a uni- white on a grey background for 
ing instruments. A great part of the form illumination level in most part some of the older models). The 
job is performed in the operator's of the room. The luminaires are fit- background has a relatively good 
own office, then the operator comes ted with white grids of relative high diffuse reflection factor, so veiling 
in the programming room, selects an luminance. At none of the operator reflection from large bright surfaces 
unoccupied terminal and types his work places is auxiliary personal reflected on the screen have a ten-
programme on the terminal. lighting used. The four skylights con- dency to disappear in the back

ground. Only the luminance of the 
The room: text on the screen can be controlled 
The room can be considered as ideal ._, by the operator, not the luminance of 

.. „ ... . , . L *A room without windows may not be consid-
from a lighting engineers point of ered as ideaifrom the operator point of view, t n e background, which depends on 
view, since there are no windows*, even if it is easier to solve the lighting prob- the ambient lighting. The documents, 
only four skylights in the four cor- 'ems in such a room, other factors like i n cases where they are used, are 
ners of the ceiling. With a room with- claustrophobia or missing contact with the a | w a y s p | a c e d horizontally on the ta-

. . A1 . L outside world may influence the psychology . . . . . . 
out windows, the requirement of no c a l f e e | i n g o f t h e o p e r a t o r as m u c h as t h e ble beside the terminal. On most of 
veiling reflection on the screen and difficulties of performing visual tasks. the terminals, the contrast on the 
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Mapping the contrast reduction where contrast conditions on a desk 
throughout the visual field enables are not acceptable can be seen at 
contours of constant contrast reduc- once. An example of representation 
tion to be traced. Contour lines for of veiling reflections on the working 
contrast reduction of 15%, 30% and area is shown in Fig. 29 & 30. 
50% are drawn, so that situations 

Fig.28. The measuring cell follows the view
ing direction on the measuring area 

Fig.29. Reflections on the desk of opera
tor E, example 2 

Fig.30. Mapping of the contrast reduction on the desk of operator E from example 2 described 
in section 5.2. 



Fig.31. Programming room, view 1 

screen has been measured by meth
od 1, on light measuring areas gen
erated on the screen. On the older 
types, method 2 (with measuring ar
eas consisting of capital letters) has 
been used (degree of coverage 
d = 0,43). 

Results of measurements: 
The results of measurements of con
ditions of contrast and of luminance 
distribution are represented on 
Fig. 34. For the convenience of the 
drawing, the terminals are shown 
with the screens turned towards the 
ceiling and are not to scale, so it may 
be difficult to draw any conclusion 
from the relative locations of the ter
minals and of the sources of lighting 
on the drawing. 

By looking at both parts of the draw
ing (Conditions of contrast and Lu
minance distribution) simultaneous
ly, one can observe that only one 
terminal is correctly placed, namely 
terminal 7. However, it can be noted 
that with this terminal, the luminance 
ratio Document/Table (33) reveals 
that the surface of the table is too 
dark. The luminance ratio Docu
ment/Keyboard (14), which can also 
be considered as too high, is due to 
the fact that the keyboard is black. 

Because of their incorrect positions 
relative to the lighting system, one or 
several of the important require
ments for contrast or luminance con
ditions are not fulfilled with any of 
the other terminals. If we take termi
nal 2, for instance, the contrast on 
the screen is insufficient, since the 
luminance ratio Character/Back
ground on the upper part of the 
screen falls to 2, 4 and 3, revealing 
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Fig.32. Programming room, view 2 

the presence of veiling reflections 
from luminaires L2 and L6 on the 
screen. The contrast on the docu
ment is not much better, the maxi
mum contrast reduction being 54%, 
owing to reflections from luminaire 
L7 on the document horizontally 
placed on the table. The luminance 
ratio between the white document 
and the black keyboard is too high 
(30) and the luminaire L4, which is in 
the visual field of the operator, may 
be a source of discomfort glare (lu-
minaire/screen luminance ratio of 
200). 

The document at terminal 3 is totally 
unreadable with a contrast reduction 
of 63% (reflection from the luminaire 
L2) and an illumination level of only 
60 lux (the luminaire placed between 
L-, and L2 was out of order). The con
trast on the screen varies from a lu
minance ratio of 12 to 33. Owing to 
reflections on the upper part of the 
screen from luminaires \-\ and L4, the 
operator has probably increased the 

brightness of the text until it became 
readable on the critical part of the 
screen. A similar situation can be 
seen on the screen of terminal 9 
(shown in Fig. 33), where luminaires 
L12 and L13 are reflected in the mid
dle part of the screen. 

When comparing the contrast of the 
keyboard of terminals 1 and 4, one 
can see that a slight difference in the 
position of the terminal compared to 
the positions of the luminaires can 
greatly change the conditions of the 
visual task. The contrast reduction 
of 35% on the keyboard of terminal 4 
is due to veiling reflections from lu
minaire L4 on the keys. 

A representation of the results of 
measurements as shown in Fig. 34 
makes obvious most of the visual 
and lighting problems of each work
ing position, and with a minimum of 
experience an initial diagnosis can 
be made. With the present example, 
which is rather complicated owing to 
the number of terminals, it is not 
easy to give a recipe. However, by 
replacing the grids of all the lumi
naires by grids of lower luminance, 
for instance, it would be possible to 
remove veiling reflections from most 
of the screens and avoid glare ef
fects caused by luminaires in the vi
sual field of the operator. Then the 
terminals should be positioned in the 
room in such a way that contrast re
duction on the documents and on the 
keyboards does not exceed 15% 
and 10 % respectively. 

5.2. Example 2: Two offices with 
six CRT display terminals 

The work: 
The operators are technical writers 
working both with ordinary office 
tasks and tasks on a text processing 
system. On the text processing sys
tem, the tasks most usually per
formed are writing, translation and 
proof-reading. Writing is probably 
the task which requires most con
centration and one can imagine that 
it might be difficult to concentrate 
upon a text displayed on a screen 
with bad readability. Some of the 
writers admitted that for this reason 
they had to rewrite difficult parts of a 
text with pencil and paper for in
stance, and they could not always 
use the editing possibilities of the 
text processing system. It is difficult 

Fig.33. Veiling reflections on terminal 9, ex
ample 1 



Fig.34. Contrast and luminance conditions for the 10 CRT terminals of the programming room 
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to estimate how much time on aver
age the operators spend each day at 
the terminal. However, sometimes, 
an operator has to work at his 
screen throughout a working day of 
8 hours. 

The room: 
The room is, in reality, two com
pletely separated offices, each with 
two windows facing south (Fig. 35 & 
36). 

Fig.36. Example 2, view 2 

The lighting: 
With such an orientation of the win
dows, the contribution of the day
light to the general lighting is rela
tively important and direct sunlight 
in both offices has a substantial in
fluence a great part of the day on the 
luminance distribution in the rooms. 
However, the artificial lighting, com
posed of 3 rows of luminaires, can
not be avoided if a minimal reason
able level of illumination has to be 
provided at the work places far from 
the windows. Only three of the six 
operators use auxiliary localized 
lighting regularly. 

The terminals: 
The text is displayed in light green 
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Fig.35. Example 2, view 1 

Fig.37. Visual conditions on terminal E, 
example 2 

desk of operator F are correctly 
placed in the general lighting sys
tem, but the auxiliary desk lamp 
causes reflections on the keyboard, 
the document and on the working 
area on the desk. 

It seems that operator E has man
aged to collect the maximum possi
ble number of unsatisfactory visual 
conditions both at his terminal and 
at his desk. The screen is oriented 
against the windows, and the con
trast on the screen is set far too low 
(2:1). The desk lamp, which is moved 
between the document-holder and 
the desk (positions DL3 and DL4) 
when the operator works at his desk, 
causes reflections on the document 
(39% contrast reduction — see 
Fig. 37) and on the writing area on 
the desk. The bulb used in the desk 
lamp gives a very sharp "b lue" light, 
causing annoying veiling reflections 
on most printed documents (contrast 
reduction with the Standard Con
trast Type 1104 up to 73%). See 
Fig. 29 & 30. The other reflection on 
the desk is due to the luminaire L1V 

When comparing the contrast condi
tions on the desk of operator E with 
that of operator A, it becomes obvi
ous that operator E needs to move 
his desk only 20 to 30 cm back to 
avoid any reflection from the lumi
naires. 

5.3. Example 3: Office with 2 CRT 
display terminals 

The work: 
The operators are clerical workers 
occupied most of the time with ordi
nary office tasks at their desk. They 
use from time to time one of the two 
terminals placed at a central posi-

on a darker green background, 
which is electronically generated as 
a line raster. There are separate 
controls for the setting of the con
trast and the brightness on the 
screen. The six terminals of this ex
ample are only a part of a group of 
thirteen terminals, distributed in sev
eral offices, which can be used by 
seventeen writers. Consequently, the 
terminals have to be moved from 
one office to another relatively fre
quently, and when an operator gets a 
terminal this is not necessarily the 
same as before, so he may have to 
readjust the contrast, a procedure 
which can take up to several 
minutes. 

One interesting feature on this type 
of terminal is the split-screen facility 
allowing access to existing jobs from 
the archives of the text processing 
system and displaying a file on one 
half of the screen while editing the 
same file or translating it to another 
language on the other half. This, of 
course, facilitates the problem of 
"balance in luminance conditions" 
between the screen and the docu
ment for a translator, for instance, 
since the document is then "moved" 
on the screen itself. The terminals 
are installed on special ergonomical-
ly designed tables on which the 
heights of the screen and of the key
board can be independently adjust
ed. 

Results of measurements: 
The conditions of contrast and lumi
nance distribution are represented in 
Fig. 38. The conditions of contrast 
now include the contrast reduction 
at the desk at each work place. The 
red curves in some of the measured 
areas on the desks, which are the 
contours of constant contrast reduc
tion, reveal the presence of veiling 
reflections on the desks. The mea
surement areas in Fig. 38 have been 
exagerated compared to the dimen
sions of the desks, so that the mea
sured values of contrast reduction 
are legible. The actual dimensions of 
the measurement area on each desk 
are shown in Fig. 15. 

If we judge from the results of mea
surements represented in Fig. 38, 
none of the operators in either office 
is working in optimal visual condi
tions. Only two operators (A and C) 
have no reflections on the working 
area on their desk. The terminal and 



Fig.38. Contrast and luminance conditions for the 6 CRT terminals of the text processing system 
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tion in the office to read or input 
data in a central storage computer. 
The time spent working at a terminal 
can vary from several minutes to 
half-an-hour, on average in a day. 

The room: 
The office is placed in the corner of 
a building, so there are windows on 
two of the sides of the office. The 
desks are placed along the windows 
in small compartments partly sepa
rated by movable walls of 1,6 m 
height. 

The lighting: 
Most of the time the daylight pro
vides sufficient light on those desks 
placed close to the windows, but in 
the dark period of the year, the gen
eral lighting is provided only by na
ked fluorescent tubes in the ceiling. 
This kind of light source is unsuit
able for the lighting in offices, since 
the luminance of a fluorescent tube 
can reach a value of 5 to 6 kcd/m2 

and cause discomfort or even dis
ability glare when they are in the v i 
sual field of the observer. In prac
tice, in that office, the fluorescent 
tubes were switched off by the oper
ators most of the time in winter and 
the lighting of the desks was provid
ed by personal desk lamps only. 

The terminals: 
The text is displayed in green on a 
dark grey background. Only the 
brightness of the letters can be con
trolled. The luminance of the back
ground on the screen depends on 
the illumination level on it. The re
flection from this type of terminal is 
mainly specular, so that the surface 
of the screen acts almost as a mirror 
for any light source behind the oper
ator (See Fig. 39 showing veiling re
flections from a window and 3 fluo
rescent tubes on the screen of oper
ator 2 from Fig. 42). 

Results of measurements: 
The fluorescent tubes T1 and T2 

(Fig. 42) were switched off because 
they were directly annoying for oper
ator 2. D is a special desk lamp con
sisting of a bulb of 40 W and a circu
lar fluorescent tube of 22 W. The 
lamp D was installed to try to im
prove the lighting conditions of ter
minal 1 (Fig. 40). Two other types of 
individual lamp have been tested in
stead of lamp D; the measurements 
are described in Appendix II. Even 
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Fig.41. Possible positions of luminaires above a terminal 

Fig.39. Veiling reflections on terminal 2, 
example 3 

with a quick glance at Fig. 42, it is 
obvious that both terminals are inad
equately installed in the room. The 
requirement of balance in luminance 
conditions for terminal 1 is not ful
filled, since there is a light source of 
too high a luminance (compared to 
the luminance of the screen) in the 
visual field of the operator, and the 
luminance ratios Document/Screen 
and Document/Keyboard are far too 
large. While the contrast on the 
screen of terminal 1 is close to being 
acceptable (the contrast was just set 
a bit too high), the contrast on the 
screen of terminal 2 disappears 

Fig.40. Terminals 1 and 2, example 3 

completely in the upper part of the 
screen (See the photo, Fig. 39). 

How to improve the lighting condi
tions in this case? 
The two solutions proposed are 
based on the conclusions of investi
gations about work places with CRT 
terminal and illustrated in Fig. 41, in 
which it can be seen that there are 
two regions around a screen termi
nal where the installation of sources 
of general lighting should be avoid
ed. 
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Fig.42. Contrast and luminance conditions for the two terminals in example 3 



6. Conclusion 
A common point between these Such a situation seems to be primar- adays become more and more im-
three examples was that only in very ily due to the lack of information giv- portant compared to the technical 
few cases were the conditions of en to the users of the terminals or aspects. For example, it is now usual 
lighting of the visual tasks optimum, the person who has the charge of to find separate controls for bright-
even though in reality only a few setting up the terminals in the room ness and contrast of the characters 
changes were needed to improve the where they have to be used. Fortu- on terminals. A similar tendency can 
visual conditions in most cases (set- nately, one can observe that pro- be seen with the designers of light-
ting of the contrast on the screen to gress in the right direction has been ing equipments for whom such as-
the optimum range, moving the made by most of the designers of the pects as contrast reduction, contrast 
screens or the desks to remove re- screen terminals introduced on the rendering, [15], [16], or glare effects 
flections or glare effects from the market today. The ergonomic as- become almost as important as the 
luminaires or the windows, etc.). pects of the equipment on offer now- luminous efficacy, for instance. 
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Region I, delineated by a rectangle 
above the terminal whose dimen
sions depend on the distance, hm, 
between the terminal table and the 
source of lighting, is the zone from 
which luminaires may cause veiling 
reflections on the keyboard. Re
gion II, behind the operator, is the 
corresponding offending zone for 
the veiling reflections on the screen. 
When these two prohibited regions 
are represented on the same draw
ing, it can be observed that there are 
still two possibilities for placing sym
metrical lighting above a terminal 
which ensure a good illumination of 
the work place without veiling reflec
tions. 

The first possibility consists of a pair 
of luminaires placed on each side of 
the rectangle delineating region I, 
while the second possibility is to 
place only one luminaire in the zone 
between the two regions, just above 
the operator. The solutions pro
posed below are based on these two 
possibilities. 

Solution 1: 
Terminals 1 and 2 are turned through 
90° (Fig. 43), and a movable screen 
of height 1,6 m is placed behind the 
operators to avoid reflections on the 
screen from windows. Two lumi-

Fig.43. Positions of the terminals in the two 
proposed solutions 

naires L1 and L2 are placed on each 
side of the pair of terminals at a dis
tance of 1,15 m from the nearest op
erator. The measurements reported 
in Fig. 45 show that the illumination 
is uniform on the two work places 
and the contrast conditions on the 
screen and the keyboards are good 
(the contrast on the screen is set too 
high, but there is no trace of veiling 
reflection on it). There is still a con
trast reduction of 27% on the docu
ment of terminal 1, but this value was 
measured at the extreme lower limit 
of the document. To remove this re
flection completely, the luminaire L2 

needs to be moved only a few centi
metres back towards the pillar. Two 
of the fluorescent tubes from the 
previous lighting arrangement were Fig.44. Screen of operator 2, solution 2 

switched off to avoid reflections on 
the screens and discomfort glare ef
fect for operator 1. 

Solution 2 
Only one luminaire, L3, is used. It is 
placed just behind the operators 
above the movable screen. The mea
surements reported in Fig. 45 illus
trate that both contrast and lumi
nance problems have been solved. 
The slight variation in contrast on 
both screens from the upper to the 
lower part of the screens can also be 
seen on the photograph of the 
screen 2 in Fig. 44. This variation is 
due to the fact that the illumination 
from the luminaire is not totaly uni
form on the screen. 
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Table 1. Examples of determination ol the degree of coverage, d 
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Fig.46. Principle of measurement 

The luminance of a surface seen 
from a given point of observation is 
by definition the luminous intensity 
of the surface in the direction of ob
servation divided by the projected 
area of the surface in the direction of 
observation (Fig. 46). Hence, the 
equation (I — 1) becomes: 

LrrAotCOS v = LcAccos v + LbAbcos v 

(I — 2) 

where: 

Lm = the mean luminance (char
acter + background) mea
sured on the total area, Atot 

Atot = the area covered by the cell 
Lc = the luminance of the charac

ters (capital letters) 
Ac = the area on Atot covered by 

the dots of the characters 
r 

Lb = the background luminance 
on the sreen 

Ab = the area of Atot not covered 
by the characters 

Appendix I 
1.1. Derivation of the basic relation 
of the Method 2 

The calculation of the luminance of 
the letters on the screen is based on 
the principle that the luminous inten
sity of a surface composed of two 
areas of different luminances is the 
sum of the intensity of the two areas: 

'total = l c + 'b (1 — 1) 

where: 
lc is the luminous intensity of the 
character on the area covered by the 
measuring cell 
lb is the luminous intensity of the 
background on the screen. 

v = the angle made by the nor- 1.2. Comparison of measurements 
mal to Atot to the direction of the two different methods 
of observation 

The evaluation of the degree of cov-
The luminance of the characters, Lc, erage, d, which is made by dividing 
is then obtained from (I — 2) as: the number of dots of the letter in 

question by the hypothetical number 
A A of dots constituting the background 

Lc = Lm — - — Lb (I — 3) area of the letter, in reality does not 
Ac Ac take account of the overlapping of 

the luminous dots, nor of the fact 
with that the overlapping is generally not 

the same horizontally and vertically. 
Atot = Ac + Ab Another problem is the influence of 

the possible change of d for different 
Then by calling d = Ac/A t o t the de- values of the luminance of the letter. 
gree of coverage of the letters on the One can assume that, when the 
measuring area, the luminance of the brightness of the text is set to a rela-
characters becomes finally: tively high value, the dots of the let

ters will have a tendency to expand. 

Lm 1 
Lc = — + Lb (1 ) (5) To investigate these aspects, mea-

d ° surements have been performed on 
different capital letters from both 

In Table 1 capital letters based on a types of terminal screen, at different 
matrix of luminous dots are repre- levels of luminance. The results of 
sented from two different types of calculations (Method 2) are corn-
terminal, with the corresponding val- pared with measurements per-
ues of d. formed directly on light measuring 
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Letter A B O Q 0 
No. of dots 15 20 14 18 21 

Degree of coverage, d 0,25 0,33 0,23 0,3 0,35 

Measured mean lumi
nance letter + back
ground (deviation 
on the area in the 
middle of the screen) 

cd/m2 

I 

13,5 

(13,0-
14,0) 

i — 

16 

(15,7-
16,3) 

13,35 

(13,0-
13,7) 

16 

(15,5-
16,5) 

17,4 

(16,9-
17,9) 

Measured background 
luminance 

(Deviation) 

4,65 cd/m2 

(4,4-4,9) 

Calculated luminance 
of the letter 
(Method 2) 

cd/m2 

40 38,8 42,5 42,5 41 

Measured lumi
nance of the letter 
(Method 1) 

cd/m2 

42 

820044 

Table 2. Comparison of the determination of characte r luminance w ith Method 1 and Method 2 
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Fig.47. Comparison of results obtained with both methods for two different types of terminals 
a nd different capital letters 

A complete solution of the lighting (section 5.3) for the two CRT termi-
problems in example 3 could include nals and a replacement of the fluo-
one of the two solutions proposed rescent tubes by, for instance, lumi-

areas generated on the screen 
(Method 1) for both types of screen 
(See Table 2 and Fig. 47). 

The agreement between the results 
of both methods is fairly good, even 
with a character luminance level as 
high as 190 cd/m2 . But, at the same 
time, it can be seen from the results 
shown on Table 2 that it is not realis
tic to expect an accuracy better than 
10% with method 2, even with a char
acter consisting of many dots (e.g. B 
or 0). This is the reason why the 
character contrast on the examples 
in section 5 is given to only one sig
nificant figure. However, compared 
to a method using a smaller accep
tance angle, Method 2 has the ad
vantage of averaging the luminance 
of the character's contours. This is 
exactly how the observer's eye be
haves, because the characters as 
seen from a certain distance are 
continuous and not granular. 

Appendix II 
11.1. Contrast reduction on a desk 
with different desk lamps 

Since the general lighting of the of
fice in example 3 (section 5.3) was 
unsuitable for providing proper light
ing on the different desks without 
glare effects, especially in dark peri
ods of the year, different individual 
lamps have been tested on one of 
the desks. The ambient illuminance 
was relatively poor (200 lux) since 
the lighting from the fluorescent 
tubes was switched off. The desk 
lamps were placed in order to give 
reasonably good lighting of the 
working area on the desk. The posi
tion of the four lamps is shown in 
Fig. 48. From the results of measure
ments performed with the Lumi
nance Contrast Meter Type 1100, it 
can be seen that only lamp C (giving 
an asymmetrical light cone) and 
lamp D (giving a broad lighting) pro
vide an acceptable illuminance level 
on the entire measuring area, with a 
contrast reduction exceeding 15% 
on only marginal part of the working 
area on the desk. The lamp A (con
sisting of a 60 W bulb and a simple 
conical reflector), which is widely 
used in many offices, corresponds to 
the worst case. 
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Fig.48. Contrast reduction on a desk with four different desk lamps 

naires with low-luminance grids. ing area on all the desks. Individual suiting contrast reduction still does 
Then the desks should be positioned lighting could be used eventually not exceed 15% on the working area 
so that contrast reduction exceeding where additional illuminance would on the desk. 
15% could be avoided on the work- be required, providing that the re-
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M.2. Contrast and Luminance con
ditions on terminal 1, example 3, 
for desk lamps B, C, and D 

Additional measurements were 
made on terminal 1 (example 3) to try 
to improve the lighting using an indi
vidual lamp alone. The lamp was po
sitioned in order to avoid reflections 
on the screen and on the keyboard. 
The results of measurements on 
Fig. 49 show that, in this particular 
case, with none of the three lamps 
could the luminance distribution be 
acceptable. The luminance ratio Do
cument/Keyboard and Document/ 
Screen couid be reduced with lamp 
D by replacing the 40 W bulb by a 
25 W bulb, but this would probably 
not be enough to reach a ratio lower 
than 3:1. 

Fig. 50 & 51 illustrate in another situ
ation that a balance in luminance 
distribution may be approched using 
individual lighting, providing that the 
lighting of the document beside the 
terminal can be adjusted freely. The 
document is lit with a spot light (very 
directional halogen lamp) of which 
the intensity can be controlled by a 
potentiometer, while the desk lamp 
is lamp C, mentioned above, giving 
an asymmetrical lighting on the 
working area on the desk without 
veiling reflections (Fig. 51). Even 
windows facing north may be 
sources of glare and reflections. On 
the other hand, Fig. 50 shows that 
the window is parallel to the terminal 
giving a fairly good illumination dur
ing the light periods of the day. 

Fig.49. Contrast and luminance conditions on terminal 1 for desk lamps B, C, and D, example 3 
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Fig.50. View of an office with individual 
lighting on the desk and on the docu
ment close to the screen. 

Fig.51. Contrast and luminance conditions in the office shown Fig.50. 
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